
QUEUEING THEORY BASICS

Queueing Theory Basics are covered in this article. Different types of queueing systems are described.

This delay depends on the speed of the communication link. Server a is idle, and thus an arrival is given to it
to process. In a messaging system, this refers to the number of links between the source and destination nodes.
How much time do customers spend in the restaurant? Customers arrive, are processed by the cashier, and
depart. Propagation Delay This is the delay between the point of transmission of the last bit of the packet to
the point of reception of last bit of the packet at the other end. A and S are can be any of the following: M
Markov. Or is the customer traffic more uniformly distributed a cafe? This will double the number of
customers in the restaurant N. This delay depends on the load on the communication link. Little's Theorem We
begin our analysis of queueing systems by understanding Little's Theorem. A good understanding of the
relationship between congestion and delay is essential for designing effective congestion control algorithms. A
setting with a waiting zone for up to n customers is called a queue with a buffer of size n. Jobs arrive to, and
depart from, the queue. Number of Servers Number of servers available to service the customers. His initial
contribution to this field was his doctoral thesis at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in , published in
book form in in the field of digital message switching. Do customers typically leave the restaurant in a fixed
amount of time? Service Process The probability density distribution that determines the customer service
times in the system. Each cashier processes one customer at a time, and hence this is a queueing node with
only one server. The above three points correspond to the most important characteristics of a queueing system.
This article will focus on understanding the basics of this topic. Queuing Delay This is the delay between the
point of entry of a packet in the transmit queue to the actual point of transmission of the message. The
queueing node is not quite a pure black box, however, since there is some information we need to specify
about the inside of the queuing node. A setting, where a customer will leave immediately, when in arriving he
finds the cashier busy, is called a queue with no buffer or no "waiting area", or similar terms. Does the
customer service time vary with the type of customer? There are other models, but this is one commonly
encountered in the literature. Server b is currently busy and will take some time before it can complete service
of its job. An arrival increases the number of jobs by 1, and a departure a job completing its service decreases
k by 1 see Fig. Jobs or "customers" arrive to the queue, possibly wait some time, take some time being
processed, and then depart from the queue see Fig. By the same logic if the customer arrival rate remains the
same but the customers service time doubles, this will also double the total number of customers in the
restaurant. Communication Delays Before we proceed further, lets understand the different components of
delay in a messaging system. Transmission Delay This is the delay between the transmission of first bit of the
packet to the transmission of the last bit.


